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The Tortoise & the Hare 
 
A Hare once boasted of his speed around the other animals. 

“I have never yet been beaten,” he claimed. “To prove it, I challenge any one here to race me.” 

Then a Tortoise said quietly, “I accept your challenge.” 

The Hare was amused at the idea of running a race with the Tortoise and then quipped “let’s have a race?” 

A course was then fixed and they started the race. The Hare darted out of sight fast, but soon stopped and, 
to show his contempt for the Tortoise, lay down to have a nap. The Tortoise plodded on, and when the 
Hare awoke from his nap, he saw the Tortoise just near the finishing line and could not run up in time to 
save the race. 

  

In our CWS history there was a time when we had to make a decision on growing our portfolio of 
properties rapidly (be a Hare in the race to grow) with a very popular strategy among investors in the 
early 1980’s designed for maximum tax shelter using maximum debt of 85% and minimum equity of 
15%.   

The tax laws at the time seemed to allow this approach for tax shelter to be maximized and cash 
flow to be little or none. This was a relatively high risk strategy because with very little equity, even a 
small property value decline could wipe out investors’ equity and put the investment under water 
financially.  The investors interested in this strategy were high earners with large income tax payments 
who wanted maximum tax shelter to reduce their income tax payments and were not concerned with 
getting cash distributions from properties. 

The other strategy available was a slow but steady approach (the Tortoise in the race) to growing 
a portfolio of properties designed with a solid equity-level of 35% and conservative debt-level of 65%. 
CWS looked at both strategies and chose the strategy to make solid investments with good cash flow as 
our primary goal; the tax shelter was just icing on the cake. 

Since Steve and I were investing our own money right along with our investors in every new 
property CWS purchased, we wanted properties with solid cash flow that we could grow over the long 
term with minimal risk to investors. Steve and I were educated as engineers who were used to performing 
careful analysis and decided that we wanted good properties in good locations that started off with cash 
flow that would grow as we put our efforts into adding value for the long term. Our strategy was based on 
the premise that the price of wealth is eternal vigilance and we were committed to perform the vigilance. 

It is interesting to look back on the good decisions that led to success and where others made bad 
decisions and led to their demise.   

Our CWS decision to avoid pure tax shelter investments was fully vindicated when the new tax 
laws were passed in 1986 and the depreciation allowances were cut back and the IRS ruled that 
investments made purely for tax shelter would have much of the tax shelter disallowed. The investors in 



those properties lost significant amounts of their tax shelter and had to pay taxes on the excess tax shelter 
they had taken plus pay penalties for the years they underpaid their taxes – they experienced a costly 
“ouch.”  

A company that took this maximum tax shelter approach was in a separate part of the office 
complex where we were located at the time. We watched as they had a terrible time with angry investors 
and ultimately went out of business.   

In a race for growth and successful investing they started like the Hare and CWS started like the 
Tortoise – when the race ended, CWS won the race and they didn’t make the finish line.  

A good many of our investors were with CWS in those early 80’s investments and are happy 
investors, still investing with CWS today.   


